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 F. S. MACAULAY, M.A., D.Sc.

 F. W. HILL, M.A. W. J. GREENSTREET, M.A.

 LONDON:

 GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK ST., COVENT GARDEN,

 AND BOMBAY.

 A CHAPTER IN ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS.

 THE following is suggested as a geometrical treatment of uni-

 formly accelerated motion.

 Suppose that a moving point possesses an acceleration of

 constant magnitude f in a constant direction.

 Let P be its position at any instant when its velocity is of

 magnitude u represented by Op, and let it be required to

 determine the position of the moving point after the lapse of

 time t.

 Draw pq of length ft units in the direction of the acceleration.

 Then Oq represents the velocity v of the moving point after

 time t.

 Bisect pq at r. Then Or represents the velocity V after time .

 2'
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 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE.

 Let the time t be divided into n equal intervals r of time,

 where n is an integer; and divide pq into n equal portions in

 the points p', p",... q", q'

 Now imagine the moving point to move during each interval r

 with the velocity it has at the beginning of that interval. Then

 it would have displacements due to velocities represented by Op,

 Op', Op",... Oq", Oq', each occurring for time T.

 Now the displacement due to a velocity represented by Op

 occurring for time r is equivalent to two displacements due to

 velocities represented by Or and rp, each occurring for the same

 time T.

 Also each of the other displacements can be similarly treated.

 Hence the whole displacement is equivalent to n displace-

 ments due to velocity V, each occurring for time r, together

 with displacements due to velocities represented by rp, rp', rp",...

 rq", rq', each occurring for time r.

 But these latter displacements, with the exception of the first

 of them, cancel one another.

 Hence the whole displacement is equivalent to a displacement

 due to velocity V occurring for time nr, together with a displace-

 ment due to velocity represented by vp occurring for time r.

 Thus the whole displacement is equivalent to a displacement

 due to velocity V occurring for time t, together with a displace-

 ment t-2 in the direction of the acceleration.

 2n

 Now when n is increased without limit, the assumed motion

 ultimately agrees with that which actually takes place. Also

 the displacement -t2 ultimately vanishes. Hence the actual

 2n

 displacement is that due to velocity V occurring for time t.

 Thus, draw PQ in the direction of Or, and make it Vt units of

 length. Then Q is the position of the moving point at the end

 of time t.

 It will be seen that the

 T 2principle involved in the above

 ^Au ^-"^^ method of proof is the Independ-

 ence of Displacements, namely:

 . If a point has a numnber of

 p ' displacements, occurring either

 simultaneously or successively,

 they may be taken successively

 in any order.

 COR. I. The velocity V is

 Q equivalent to two velocities re-

 presented by Op and pr.

 Hence the displacement PQ is equivalent to two displacements

 ut and ?ft2 in the directions of u and f respectively.

 202
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 A CHAPTER IN ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS.

 Thus the position of Q can be determined by drawing PT of

 length ut in the direction of the velocity u, and TQ of length

 Jft2 in the direction of the acceleration f.

 If we imagine t to vary, we have at once the character of the

 path of Q.

 In the case of rectilinear motion, where f is in the same direc-

 tion as u, if s is the measure of the displacement in time t, we

 have s=ut+ft2.

 COR. II. Similarly the displacement PQ is equivalent to two

 displacements vt and - ft2 in the directions of the velocity v

 and the acceleration f respectively.

 In the case of rectilinear motion, this gives

 s= vt - ft2.

 CoR. III. The velocity V is half the resultant of velocities

 represented by Op and Oq.

 Hence the displacement PQ is equivalent to two displacements

 ut and t in the directions of the velocities u and v respectively.

 This shows that the tangent at Q bisects PT.

 Also, in the case of rectilinear motion, we have

 u+v

 s= .t.

 COR. IV. Draw 01 perpendicular to pq.

 p

 0 \

 P

 Then, if h is the resolved part of the displacement PQ

 estimated in the direction of the acceleration f, Ir must be of

 h

 length h.

 ir
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 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE.

 But, by elementary geometry, the difference between the

 squares on Oq and Op is equal to twice the rectangle contained

 by lr and pq;

 .. 2f= 2ft/ =2fh.

 In the case of rectilinear motion, h becomes equal to s, so that

 we have 2 = + 2.

 CoR. V. The result of the preceding corollary can be put into

 a slightly different form.

 M iV

 62

 Draw PM vertically upwards of length -, and let the

 horizontal through M meet the vertical through Q in N.

 Then QN= PM+h

 =f+h

 v2

 - 2f

 Hence, using the equation for rectilinear motion obtained in

 Cor. IV., we see that, if a point were to start from rest at N and

 move along NQ with uniform acceleration f, it would reach Q

 with velocity v.

 COR. VI. Draw MS and NS perpendicular to Op and Oq

 respectively, meeting in S, and SQ' parallel to Oq to meet NQ

 produced in Q'.

 Let ul be the measure of 01. Then, as PQ = Vt, it follows

 that MN= ult.

 Now the triangles MSN and pOq are similar, the sides of

 MSN being -1 times those of pOq.

 Hence, for different values of t, MS is of constant length f

 drawn from a fixed point Al in a fixed direction.

 .. S is a fixed point.

 204
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 A CHAPTER IN ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS. A CHAPTER IN ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS.

 Now the triangles SNQ' and lOq are similar, and SN=V= so

 that the sides of SNQ' are - times those of lOq.

 ... NQ'= =2QN.

 Q'

 M .47/

 u l

 .. Q is the middle point of the hypotenuse of the right-angled

 triangle SNQ'. .. SQ = QN.

 Thus, for different values of t, the path of Q is such that its

 distance from the fixed point S is equal to its perpendicular

 distance from the fixed straight line MVN. W. J. DOBBS.

 SOME CURIOSITIES IN DIVISION.

 WHILE engaged a few years ago in the consideration of various

 devices for the abbreviation of arithmetical operations, I found

 an article "On the Operations of Arithmetic," in the eighth

 edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (1853), containing

 among other matter a description of a short method for dividing

 a number by 99, 999, 9999, etc. The article in question does

 not appear to be due to Leslie as I at first supposed though

 it is joined to one undoubtedly by him "On the History of

 Arithmetic." It seems little more than a reprint with slight

 alterations of an article in previous editions of the E-ncyclopaedia

 Britannica. The following is quoted from the third edition

 (1797), which is the earliest to which I have access:

 I 2
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